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Abstract-A new class of Generalized Approximate Inverse Matrix (GAIM) techniques, based on 
the concept of LU-sparse factorization procedures, is introduced for computing explicitly generalized 
approximate inverses of large sparse unsymmetric matrices of regular structure, without inverting 
the decomposition factors. Explicit preconditioned iterative methods, in conjunction with modified 
forms of the GAIM techniques, are presented for solving numerically boundary value problems in three 
dimensions. The numerical implementation of these algorithms is presented and Fortran subroutines 
are given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider a class of problems defined by the elliptic partial differential equation (PDE): 
subject to the general boundary conditions 
a(x)u + B(x)G = Y(X), x E xl, 
where x = (zr,~, . . . , XN), R is a closed bounded domain in RN (N 5 3), dC2 denotes the 
boundary of R, 87 is the direction of the outward normal, and ai,j (x), bj, c, f are sufficiently 
smooth functions on 0. 
Let us also consider the linear system resulting from the Finite Difference (FD) discretization, 
using central differences, cf. [l], of an elliptic boundary value problem, i.e., 
Au=s, (1.2) 
namely (1.3), where A is a nonsingular large sparse unsymmetric sevendiagonal (n x n) matrix of 
regular structure, cf. (1.3), while u is a FD solution at the nodal points and s is a vector, of which 
the components result from a combination of source terms and imposed boundary conditions. 
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(1.3) 
The generalized approximate inverse matrix algorithms of a given matrix, based on approximate 
LU-type factorization, have been recently proposed [l-3], and in conjunction with conjugate 
gradient type methods lead to effective explicit preconditioned methods. The effectiveness of the 
explicit preconditioned iterative methods is related to the fact that for a certain class of problems 
the inverse of the sparse coefficient matrix A exhibits a similar “fuzzy” structure as A; i.e., the 
largest in magnitude elements of the inverse are clustered around the diagonals at distances from 
the main diagonal in a “recurring wave”-like pattern, cf. [1,2]. 
2. OPTIMIZED GAIM TECHNIQUES 
In this section, we present Optimized Generalized Approximate Inverse Matrix (OPTGAIM) 
techniques, based on approximate factorization, for computing the elements of the generalized 
approximate inverse of large sparse unsymmetric matrices of regular structure. 
The coefficient matrix A can be factorized, cf. [4,5], such that 
A = L, ,n 4 ,,-a, Tl E [l)...) m- l), ?-2 E [l)...) p-m), (2-l) 
where r-1,~ are the so-called “fill-in” parameters and L,, ,TZ, U,, ,ra are lower and upper triangular 
matrices, respectively, of the form demonstrated in (2.2) and (2.3). 
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Note that in the Limit case, if ri = m - 1 and rz = p - 1 outermost off-diagonal entries have 
been retained in L,,,,, and U,,,,, then L,,,T2 E L and U,., ,TZ E U and the coefficient matrix A is 
factorized exactly. 
The ALUBOT-SD algorithm, cf. [4,5], is used as a “front-end” computational procedure, pro- 
viding the required L,, ,,.2 and U,., r,-Z decomposition factors for the computation of the elements 
of the Generalized Approximate Inverse Matrix without inverting the decomposition factors. 
Let MTIIT2 = {~i,j), 6.1 E L4 be th e approximate inverse matrix of A, i.e., 
M Tl,T2 = (L1,T2UTI,T2)-1 1 rrE[l,..., m-l), rzE[l,..., p-m). (2.4 
A banded approximate inverse can be obtained by retaining 61 and 6u diagonal vectors in the 
lower and upper triangular part of the inverse M,., ,,.pz, respectively, the remaining elements just 
not computed at all, and its elements can be computed by solving recursively the following 
systems : 
wherep=1,2 ,..., p-l. 
Then the so-obtained banded Generalized Approximate Inverse Matrix technique (henceforth 
called the GAIM-SD algorithm) for computing explicitly the elements pi,j of the inverse MTGf$‘, 
in a row and column-wise order, can be expressed in the following compact form. 
Let us assume that 
nmrl =n-m+rl; nprz=n-pi-r2. (2.6) 
Then the elements of the nth row are computed as follows: 
P - l/w,, n.n 
Forj=n--,...,I 
ii ~2 I p - m then 
if j > nmrl then 
(2.7) 
for j > n - 61 I&2,3 = -PjCLn,j+llwj, 
else 
if j > npr2 and j < nmrl then 
(2.8) 




erl-k,j+k+l-rl /h,j+k+m-r, lwj, (2.9) 
if j 2 ~1 + 1 and j 5 npr2 then 
if j 2 r2 + 1 then 
npr2- j 

















if j 2 7-2 + 1 then 
nprll- j 




c ej-k+l,k h,m+k-1 
k=l 
else 
for j > n - 51 
(2.12) 
Pn,j = -pj h,j+l - 2 fj-k+l,k pn,p+k-1 - 2 ej-k+l,k /h,m+k-1 /wj. (2.13) 
k=l k=l 
Then the elements of the nth column can be obtained as follows: 
For j = n - 1,. . . ,1 
if 7-2 >p-m+l then 
if j > nmrl then 
forj > n-6u- 1 Pj,n = -Sj Pjj+l,n3 (2.14) 
else 
if j > npr2 and j 5 nmrl then 
nmrl-j 




if j 2 ~2 + 1 then 
nprZ- j 
forj > n-621- 1 Pj.n = -SjPj+l,n - c trz-k,j+k+l-rz pj+k+p--rz,n 
k=O 
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Pj,n = -SjPj+l,n - c tj-kf1.k Pp+k-1,n 
hj-k+l,k Pm+k-l,n* 
k=l k=l 
Then the elements of the remaining rows and columns are computed as follows: 
For i = n - 1,n - 2,...,1 
if r2 > p - m + 1 then 
if j >nmrlthen 
if i =j then 
Pij = (I - PjPi,j+l) /uj, 
else 
fori<bZ+j-1 Pi,j = -PjPi,j+llwj, 
else 
if j > npr2 and j <_ nmrl then 
if i =j then 
nmrl -3 








fori<Ufj-1 Pi,j= %-k,j+k+l-rl &j+k+m--rI 
else 
if j 2 ~1-t 1 andj 5 npr2 then 
if i =j then 
if j 173 +l then 
npr2- j 
Pi,j = l - PjPi,j+l - c .frg-k,j+k+l-r2 b,j+k+p-rz 
k=O 
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-c er,-k,j+k+l-rl /-%j+k+m-rl 
k=O 
else 
Pi,j = l - Pjh,j+l - &f.- f k+l,k b,p+k-I 
k=l 
nmrl-j 





if j 2 ~2 +l then 
nprl-j 




c eT,-k,j+k+l-rI h,j+k+m-r, (2.26) 
k=O 
else 




c erl-k,j+k+l-rl b,j+k+m-rl /Wj, 
) k=O 
else 
if i =j then 




1 - Pj/-Ji,j+l - 3 c ej-k+l,k &,m+k-1 
k=l 
- “5-j frz-k,j+k+l-ra /h,j+k+p-.,) /Wj, (2.28) 
else 
k=O 
1 - Pj/Ji,j+l - 2 fj-k+l,k &p+k--l - 2 ej-k+l,k &m+k-1 /Wj, (2.29) 
k=l k=l 
else 
if j 2 ~2 +l then 
fori<Sl+j-1 Pi,j = -@j/&j+1 - &ej--k+l.k pip+&-1 
k=l 
- “5-j .frz-k,j+k+l-rz ii,j-+k-+p-ii) /Wj, 
k=O 
else 
fOrishl+j-1 Pi,j = -@jh,j+l - 2 fj-k+l,k pi++&-1 
k=l 
(2.30) 
3 - c ej-k+l,k %,m+k-1 
k=l 
(2.31) 
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Forj=i-l,i-2,...,1 
if r2 < p - m then 
if j > nmrl then 
forisSu+j Pj,i = -SjPj+l,i, (2.32) 
else 
if j > npr2 and j 2 nmrl then 
nmrl-j 
fori<bu+j Pj,i = -9jPj+l,i - c hn-k,j+k+l-rl pj+k+m-rl,i, (2.33) 
k=O 
else 
if j 2 ~1 + 1 and j 5 npr2 then 
if j > r2 + 1 then 
npr2- i 
for i 5 6u+j Pj,i = -SjPj+l,i - -c - trz-k,j+k+l-rz Pj+k+p--rz,i 
k=O 
nmrl-j 








c hn-k,j+k+l-rl pj+k+m-q,i, 
k=O 
else 
if j 2 r2 + 1 then 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 










Pj,i = -gjPj+l,i - c tj-k+l,k Pp+k-1.i - c hj-k+l,k pm+k-l,i, 
k=l k=l 
(2.37) 
Forj=i-l,i-2 ,..., landi>l. 
It should be noted that the construction of the approximate inverse can be efficiently performed 
on parallel computer architectures by using the so-called “fish-bone” pattern computational pro- 
cedure, i.e., for i = n, n - 1, . . . , 1 we can determine the ith row elements, while for j = n - 1, . . . ,2 
the jth column elements of the approximate inverse can be obtained, cf. [l]. 
By using a “rotation and shifting” optimized storage scheme, the RS routine, i.e., a moving 
window shifted from bottom to top, such that only [nx (&+&)I vectors of the approximate inverse 
are retained in storage, the so-obtained Optimized Generalized Approximate Inverse Matrix 
technique (henceforth called the OPTGAIM-3D algorithm) proved to be particularly effective for 
solving large order systems; i.e., (61+ 6~) < n/2, cf. [l]. 
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Note also that the largest in magnitude elements of the inverse matrix are clustered around 
the diagonals at distances prm and pzp (pr = 1,2,. . .m - 1 and pz = 1,2,. . .p - 1) from the 
main diagonal in a “recurring wave”-like pattern. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume, the value 
of the “retention” parameters Sl, Su can be chosen as multiples of the semibandwidths m and p, 
cf. [l-3]. In practical applications, such as electric power systems analysis problems, the elements 
of the sparse inverse within the given sparsity pattern of the banded coefficient matrix A can 
be computed either by the columnwise inversion, which is efficient only if a small fraction of 
the diagonal elements are determined, or by using the Takahsshi algorithm, cf. [6], which allows 
recursive computations of the elements of the sparse inverse, resulting in a considerable reduc- 
tion in computing time. The computation of the elements of the inverse via the bifactorization 
procedure proposed by Zollenkopf, cf. [6], is considered identical to the algorithm of Takahashi 
et al., which is effective only if a small fraction of the diagonal elements are to be computed. 
Furthermore, the proposed approximate inverse of a banded matrix allows the computation of 
the elements within and outside the given sparsity pattern of the banded matrix A, and can be 
used as an adaptable explicit preconditioner in conjunction with explicit preconditioned iterative 
methods, cf. [2,3,7], for the efficient solution of large sparse unsymmetric linear systems. 
3. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALGORITHMS 
The seven-diagonal coefficient matrix, cf. (1.3), is implemented such that the elements of each 
diagonal are stored in the positions corresponding to their row numbers. 
The factorization routine, ALUBOT-3D algorithm, cf. [4,5], 
SUBROUTINE ALUBOTSD(N,P,M,Rl,RS,NMl,NPl,A,B,C,U,V,R,W,H,T,E,F) 
INTEGER P,Rl ,R2 
takes as input the order N, semibandwiths P and M, “fill-in” parameters Rl and R2 at semiband- 
withs M and P, respectively, variables NM1 and NPl, lower codiagonal elements ai, i E [2, n], 
diagonal elements bi, i E [l, n], upper codiagonal elements ci, i E [l, n - 11, the mth upper 
elements Q, i E [l,n - m + 11, the m th lower elements wi, i E [m,n], pth upper elements ri, 
i E [l,n-p+l], thep th lower elements pi, i E [p,n] of the coefficient matrix, cf. (1.3), and 
returns the lower codiagonal elements, diagonal elements, upper codiagonal elements, the mth 
upper submatrix hi,j, i E [l,rr], j E [l,n - m + 11, the pth upper submatrix, ti,j, i E [l,ra], 
J’ E [l,n - p + 11, cf. (2.3), the mth lower submatrix ei,j, i E [l, rr], j E [l,n - m + l], and the 
pth lower submatrix fi,j, i E [l,rz], j E [l, n - p $ l], cf. (2.2). 




takes as input the order N, semibandwiths P and M, “fill-in” parameters Rl and R2 at semiband- 
widths M and P, respectively, variables NM1 and NPl, retention parameters DL and DU, lower 
codiagonal elements ai, i E [l, n - 11, diagonal elements bi, i E [l, n], upper codiagonal elements 
ci, i E [l,n - 11, the mth upper submatrix hid, i E [l,rr], j E [l,n - m + 11, the pth upper 
submatrix, TV, i E [l,~s], j E [l, n - p + 11, cf. (2.3), the mth lower submatrix ei,j, i E [l,~], 
th j~[l,n-m+l],andthep lower submatrix fi,j, i E [l,rz], J’ E [l,n -p + 11, cf. (2.2), and 
returns the approximate inverse matrix AI. 
4. EXPLICIT PRECONDITIONED ITERATIVE METHODS 
In this section, we present a class of explicit preconditioned conjugate gradient type meth- 
ods, cf. [3,7], based on the OPTGAIM-3D techniques of Section 2, for solving boundary value 
problems. 
The Explicit Preconditioned Generalized Conjugate Gradient Solver (EPGCGS) algorithm, a 
modified form of Sonneveld preconditioned CGS, cf. [3,8], for solving unsymmetric linear systems, 
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can be expressed by the following compact scheme. 
Let us be an arbitrary initial approximation to the solution vector u. Then, 
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set llo = 0, e0 = 0, and pO=O, (4.1) 
solve rc = M,!~$‘(s - Au,-,), (4.2) 
set ~0 = r0, and PO = (and. (4.3) 
Then, for i = 0, 1, . . . , (until convergence) calculate the vectors ui+r, ri+r, bi+r and the scalar 
quantities aa, fli+i as follows: 
form qi = Aui, evaluate ai = Pi 
( 00, M:::gqi > 
7 (4.4 
compute ei+l = ri + Piei - a&l,G,I;gqi, (4.5) 
and di = ri + /3iei + ei+l, ui+l = U( + aidi, (4.6) 
form qi = Adi, compute ri+r = ri - a&f,6f;$rqi, (4.7) 
set pi+1 = (uo,ri+d, evaluate &+I = -, 
Pi 
(4.8) 
compute ui+l = ri+l + Wi+iei+i + P,Z+lfli. (4.9) 
The computational complexity of the EPGCGS method, assuming that M,!~$~ can be stored in 
n x (61 + Su) diagonal vectors is [(26Z + 26~ + 22) n mults + 9n adds]v operations, where w denotes 
the number of iterations required for convergence to a predetermined tolerance level. 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Let us consider the following 3D model problems. 
(i) MODEL PROBLEM 1. 
%Ez + uyy + Gz = f, (TY,Z) E Q, (5-l) 
subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions 
21(x, Y, z) = 0, C&Y, z) E m. (5.la) 
The domain s1 was the unit cube and the fill-in parameters were chosen rr = r-2 = 2. The 
EPGCGS method was terminated when ]]ri]loo < 10m5. In Table 1 the performance of the 
ALUBOT-3D, OPTGAIM-SD algorithms and the convergence behaviour of the EPGCGS method 
for several values of n, m, p, and SZ with Su = 6E- 1 for the model problem 1 is given. 
Table 1. The convergence behaviour of the EPGCGS method and the performance 
of the ALUBOT-3D and OPTGAIM9D algorithms. 
ALUBOTJD 61 = m 61 =p 61 = 2p 
timing OPTGAIM3D EPGCGS OPTGAIM3D EPGCGS OPTGAIMJD EPGCGS 
P (sets) timing (sets) iters timing (sets) iters timing (sets) iters 
50 0.03 0.64 11 2.03 8 3.45 6 
65 0.04 1.36 13 4.17 9 7.03 7 
82 0.06 3.44 15 8.89 10 14.06 7 
101 0.08 6.23 16 16.32 10 24.92 8 
L22 0.10 11.09 17 25.83 11 41.12 9 
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It should be noted that for the case of n = 1331, the value 61 = m gives the lowest total 
computational complexity for the iteration work. 
(ii) MODEL PROBLEM 2. Let us consider a SD-boundary value problem 
wm + uyy + u,, + Pu, = F, (GY,Z) E a, (5.2) 
subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions. It is known that the parameter p controls the degree of 
unsymmetry of the resulting linear system and for large values of p the system loses the diagonal 
dominance property, which is an important convergence factor for many iterative methods, cf. [l]. 
By applying central differences for the first- and second-order derivatives the coefficient matrix 
of the resulting FD system has the same profile as the coefficient matrix A, cf. (1.3). 
The domain R was the unit cube and the fill-in parameters were chosen ri = r2 = 2. The rhs 
vector was taken as the product of the resulting coefficient matrix by the solution vector, whose 
components were set to be equal to unity. In Table 2 the convergence behaviour of the EPGCGS 
method for several values of n, m, p, p, 61 with Su = S1- 1 for the model problem 2 is given. 
By using preconditioning diagonal scaling, no significant improvement has been observed. 
Table 2. The convergence behaviour of the EPGCGS method incorporating the 
OPTGAIMSD algorithm for various values of the parameter p and 61 with 6u = 61- 1 







8 50 8 11 
50 8 
100 6 
9 65 9 13 
65 8 
130 7 
11 101 11 15 
101 10 
202 8 





l2 122 pj-q-zf 
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--- THE OPTGAIM-SD ALGORITHM --- 
THIS ALGORITHM COMPUTES AN APPROXIMATE INVERSE MATRIX OF THE 
COEFFICIENT MATRIX A OF THE GIVEN LINEAR SYSTEM AX=S,RESULTING 
FROM THE FINITE DIFFERENCE (FD) DISCRETIZATI~N 0~ ELLIPTIC OR 
PARABOLIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS IN THREE - SPACE 
VARIABLES.THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX A IS A NON - SINGULAR, LARGE, 
SPARSE, DIAGONALLY-DOMINANT, UNSYMMETRIC, SEVEN-DIAGONAL (N,N) 
MATRIX, WHILE X AND S ARE N - COLUMN VECTORS CONSISTING 
RESPECTIVELY OF THE FD SOLUTION AND THE SOURCE-TERN OF THE 
GIVEN P.D.E. PLUS THE KNOWN BOUNDARY-VALUES. 
SUBROUTINE OPTGAIM3D(N,P,M,RI,R2,NMI,NPI,DL,DU,A,B,C,H,T,E,F,AI~ 
THIS ROUTINE, USING AN INITIAL APPROXIMATE FACTORIZATION OF LU 
TYPE AND A MODIFIED COMPACT AIM STORAGE SCHEME, DETERMINES 
(APPROXIMATELLY) THE ELEMENTS OF THE INVERSE WITHOUT INVERTING 
THE FACTORS L,U AND USES OPTIMIZED APPROXIMATE FORMS OF THE 
INVERSE IN CONJUCTION WITH EXPLICIT ITERATIVE METHODS FOR 






















INTEGER,ORDER OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX. 
INTEGER,THE FIRST SEMI-BANDWIDTH OF THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX. 
INTEGER,THE SECOND SEMI-BANDWIDTH OF THE COEEFFICIENT MATRIX. 
INTEGER,THE FILL-IN PARAMETER IN SEMI-BANDWIDTH M. 
INTEGER,THE FILL-IN PARAMETER IN SEMI-BANDWIDTH P. 
INTEGER,THE SECOND DIMENSION OF ARRAYS H,E AS DECLARED IN 
THE CALLING (SUB~PROGRAM (NMI=N-M+I). 
INTEGER,THE SECOND DIMENSION OF ARRAYS T,F AS DECLARED IN 
THE CALLING (SUB~PROGRAM (NPi=N-P+l). 
INTEGER,THE NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL DIAGONAL VECTORS HELD NEXT 
TO THE MAIN DIAGONAL (INCLUDED) IN THE Lowm TRIANGULAR PART 
OF THE OPTIMIZED APPROXIMATE INVERSE. 
INTEGER,THE NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL DIAGONAL VECTORS HELD NEXT 
TO THE MAIN-DIAGONAL IN THE UPPER TRIANGULAR PART OF THE 
OPTIMIZED APPROXIMATE INVERSE. 
REAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N CONTAINING THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF 
THE LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX. 
REAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N CONTAINING ALL THE LOWER CO-DIAGONAL 
ELEMENTS OF LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX. 











REAL ARRAY OF LENGTH N CONTAINING ALL THE UPPER CO-DIAGONAL 
ELEMENTS OF THE UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX. 
REAL ARRAY OF DIMENSION (RI,NMl),SUBMATRIX OF THE LOWER 
TRIANGULAR MATRIX. 
REAL ARRAY OF DIMENSION (RI,NMl),SUBMATRIX OF THE UPPER 
TRIANGULAR MATRIX. 
REAL ARRAY OF DIMENSION (R2,NPl),SUBMATRIX OF THE LOWER 
TRIANGULAR MATRIX. 




C AI REAL ARRAY OF DIMENSION (N,DL+DU) CONTAINING ELEMENTS OF THE 
C OPTIMIZED APPROXIMATE INVERSE MATRIX. 
C THIS ROUTINE CALLS THE EXTERNAL 'ROTATION-AND-SHIFT' TESTING 
C ROUTINE RS. 










SUM=0 . 0 
suM1=0.0 
C COMPUTATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF THE OPTIMIZED APPROXIMATE INVERSE 
C COMPUTATION OF THE N-TH ROW OF THE OPTIMIZED APPROXIMATE INVERSE 
C WHERE ONLY DL-SUCCESSIVE ELEMENTS NEXT TO THE DIAGONAL ELEMENT 
C AI(N,N) ARE RETAINED. 
AI(l,l)=l/B(N) 
DO 120 J=N-1,1,-l 
IF (R2.LE.MP) THEN 
IF (J.GT.NMR~) THEN 
IF (J.GT.NDL) THEN 
AI(i,N+l-J)=-A(J>*AI(I,N-J)/B(J) 
ENDIF 
ELSEIF ((J.GT.NPR2>.AND.(J.LE.NMRl)) THEN 
IF (J.GT.NDL) THEN 
DO IO K=O,NMRl-J 
IF (RI.LE.K) G0~0 20 
IP=N 
IQ=J+K+M-RI 







ELSEIF ((J.GE.Rl+l>.AND.(J.LE.NPR2)) THEN 
IF (J.GT.NDL) THEN 
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IF (J.GE.R2+1) THEN 
DO 30 K=O,NPR2-J 
IF (R2.LE.K) GOT0 50 
IP-N 
IQ=J+K+P-R2 






DO 40 K=l,J 
IP=N 
IQ=P-I+K 






50 DO 60 K=O,NMRI-J 
IF (R1.LE.K) GOT0 70 
IP=N 
IQ=J+K+M-RI 








IF (J.GT.NDL) THEN 
IF (J.GE.R2+1) THEN 
DO 80 K=O,NPR2-J 
IF (R2.LE.K) GOT0 100 
IP=N 
IQ=J+K+P-R2 






DO 90 K=l,J 
IP=N 
IQ=P-I+K 






100 DO 110 K=l,J 
IP=N 
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IQ=M-I+K 












C COMPUTATION OF THE N-TH COLUMN OF THE OPTIMIZED APPROXIMATE 
C INVERSE WHERE ONLY DU-SUCCESSIVE ELEMENTS NEXT TO THE DIAGONAL 
C ELEMENT AI(N,N) ARE RETAINED. 
DO 240 J=N-1,1,-l 
IF (R2.LE.MP) THEN 
IF (J.GT.NMRl) THEN 






ELSEIF ((J.GT.NPR2>.AND.(J.LE.NMRl)) THEN 
IF (J.GT.NDU) THEN 
DO 130 K=O,NMRl-J 
IF (R~.LE.K) GOTO 140 
IP=J+K+M-RI 
IQ=N 










ELSEIF ((J.GE.Rl+l>.AND.(J.LE.NPR2)) THEN 
IF (J.GT.NDU) THEN 
IF (J.GE.R2+1) THEN 
DO 150 K=O,NPR2-J 
IF (R2.LE.K) GO TO 170 
IP=J+K+P-R2 
IQ=N 






DO 160 K=l,J 

















DO 180 K=O,NMRI-J 
IF (RI.LE.K) COTO 190 
IP=J+K+M-RI 
IQ=N 











IF (J.GT.NDU) THEN 
IF (J.GE.R2+1) THEN 
DO 200 K=O,NPR2-J 
IF (R2.LE.K) GOT0 220 
IP=J+K+P-R2 
Iq=N 






DO 210 K=l,J 
IP=P-l+K 
Iq=N 






DO 230 K=l,J 
IP=M-l+K 
IQ=N 













suM=o . 0 
SuMI=O .o 
240 CONTINUE 
C COMPUTATION FOR THE REMAINING N-i ROWS AND N-i COLUMNS 
C COMPUTATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF THE LOWER TRIANGULAR PART OF THE 
C OPTIMIZED APPROXIMATE INVERSE, WHERE ONLY DL-SUCCESSIVE ELEMENTS 
C NEXT TO THE DIAGONAL ELEMENT ARE RETAINED. 
DO 600 I=N-1,1,-I 
DO 470 J=I,i,-I 
IF (RZ.LE.MP) THEN 
IF (J.GT.NMRI) THEN 
IF (1.Eq.J) THEN 
AI(N-I+l,I-J+l)=(l-A(J)*AI(N-J,DL-I+J+i))/B(J) 
ELSE 




ELSEIF ((J.GT.NPR2).AND.(J.LE.NMRI)) THEN 
IF (1.EQ.J) THEN 
DO 250 K=O,NMRI-J 
IF (R1.LE.K) GOT0 260 
IP=I 
ICj=J+K+M-RI 







IF (J.GE.I-DL+I) THEN 
DO 270 K=O,NMRl-J 
IF (R1.LE.K) GOT0 280 
IP=I 
IQ=J+K+M-Rl 








ELSEIF ((J.GE.Ri+l).AND.(J.LE.NPR2)) THEN 
IF (1.Eq.J) THEN 
IF (J.GE.R2+1) THEN 
DO 290 K=O,NPR2-J 
IF (R2.LE.K) GOT0 310 
IP=I 
IQ=J+K+P-R2 
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DO 300 K=l,J 
IP=I 
IQ=P-l+K 






310 DO 320 K=O,NMRI-J 
IF (R1.LE.K) GOT0 330 
IP=I 
IQ=J+K+M-Rl 







IF (J.GE.I-DL+l) THEN 
IF (J.GE.R2+1) THEN 
DO 340 K=O,NPR2-J 
IF (R2.LE.K) GOT0 360 
IP=I 
IQ=J+K+P-R2 






DO 350 K=l,J 
IP=I 
IQ=P-I+K 






360 DO 370 K=O,NMRI-J 
IF (R1.LE.K) GOT0 380 
IP=I 
IQ=J+K+M-RI 










IF (1.EQ.J) THEN 
IF (J.GE.RZ+i) THEN 
DO 390 K=O,NPR2-J 
IF (R2.LE.K) GOT0 410 
IP=I 
IQ=J+K+P-R2 






DO 400 K=l,J 
IP=I 
Iq=P-I+K 






410 DO 420 K=f,J 
IP-I 
IQ=M-I+K 







IF (J.GE.I-DL+l) THEN 
IF (J.GE.RZ+l) THEN 
DO 430 K=O,NPR2-J 
IF (R2.LE.K) GOT0 450 
IP=I 
IQ=J+K+P-R2 






DO 440 K=l,J 
IP=I 
Iq=P-l+K 
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440 CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
450 DO 460 K=l,J 
IP=I 
IQ=M-I+K 













IF (1.~Q.0 RETURN 
C COMPUTATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF THE UPPER TRIANGULAR PART OF THE 
C OPTIMIZED APPROXIMATE INVERSE, WHERE ONLY DU-SUCCESSIVE ELEMENTS 
C NEXT TO THE DIAGONAL ELEMENT ARE RETAINED. 
DO 590 J=I-1,1,-l 
IF (R2.LE.MP) THEN 
IF (J.GT.NMR~) THEN 






ELSEIF ((J.GT.NPR2>.AND.(J.LE.NMRl)) THEN 
IF (J.GE.I-Du) THEN 
DO 480 K=O,NMRl-J 
IF (R1.LE.K) GOT0 490 
IP=J+K+M-RI 
IQ=1 










ELSEIF ((J.GE.Rl+l>.AND.(J.LE.NPR2)) THEN 
IF (J.GE.I-DU) THEN 
IF (J.GE.R2+1) THEN 
DO 500 K=O,NPR2-J 
IF (R2.LE.K) GOT0 520 
IP=J+K+P-R2 
IQ=1 
IF ((IP.GE.I-Du).AND.(IP.LE.I+Du)) THEN 






DO 510 K=i,J 
IP=P-i+K 
1q=1 






520 DO 530 K=O,NMRI-J 
IF (R1.LE.K) GOT0 540 
IP=J+K+M-Rl 
1q=1 











IF (J.GE.I-DU) THEN 
IF (J.GE.R2+1) THEN 
DO 550 K=O,NPR2-J 
IF (R2.LE.K) GOT0 570 
IP=J+K+P-R2 
1q=1 






DO 560 K=l,J 
IP=P-I+K 
1q=1 






570 DO 580 K=l,J 
IP=M-l+K 
1q=1 














































THIS ROUTINE, USING AN OPTIMIZED STORAGE TECHNIQUE BY ROTATING 
AND SHIFTING THE (DL+DU) RETAINED VECTORS, DETERMINES THE 
TRANSFORMATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF THE APPROXIMATE INVERSE 
MATRIX (NXN) RETAINING DL AND DU ADDITIONAL VECTORS NEXT TO 
THE MAIN DIAGONAL TO THE ELEMENTS OF THE OPTIMIZED APPROXIMATE 
INVERSE MATRIX AS NX(DL+DU) STORED VECTORS. 
I N P U T PARAMETERS: 
N , INTEGER, THE ORDER OF THE GIVEN COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
DL, INTEGER, THE NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL DIAGONAL VECTORS HELD 
NEXT TO THE MAIN-DIAGONAL IN THE LOWER TRIANGULAR 
PART OF THE APPROXIMATE INVERSE 
IP, INTEGER, A ROW SUBSCRIPT OF AN ELEMENT OF THE APPROXIMATE 
INVERSE MATRIX (NXN) 
IQ, INTEGER, A COLUMN SUBSCRIPT OF AN ELEMENT OF THE APPROXIMATE 
INVERSE MATRIX (NXN) 
0 UT P U T PARAMETERS: 
IV, INTEGER, A ROW SUBSCRIPT OF AN ELEMENT OF THE OPTIMIZED 
APPROXIMATE INVERSE MATRIX NX(DL+DU) 
IY, INTEGER, A COLUMN SUBSCRIPT OF AN ELEMENT OF THE OPTIMIZED 
APPROXIMATE INVERSE MATRIX NX(DL+DU) 
INTEGER DL,IP,IQ,IV,IY 
IF (IP.GE.IQ) THEN 
IV=N+I-IP 
IY=IP+I-IQ 
ELSE 
IV=N+l-IQ 
IY=DL+IQ-IP 
ENDIF 
RETURN 
END 
